THE WRC IS BACK
SEPTEMBER 28TH TO OCTOBER 2ND - 2022

WRC
RALLY
NEW ZEALAND
This September Auckland will host the 33rd edition of WRC
Rally New Zealand.
The FIA World Rally Championship returns to New Zealand for
the first time since 2012 - and we’re proud to be bringing you a
world class event that kiwis across the country can get behind.
The World Rally Championship will showcase New Zealand to
the world. With huge domestic and international interest in the
event we’re looking forward to making history.
Rally New Zealand has been designed with our fans squarely at
the forefront. Our event combines traditional kiwi roads with an
ethos to ‘bring the rally to the people’. We have created some
incredible experiences - inside the Service Park, downtown
Auckland and a custom-built rally venue - where a wide
demographic of fans can experience the adrenaline of being up
close with the WRC cars.
We welcome you to contact us to talk through a partnership that
will work for your brand, your customers and your staff.
PETER JOHNSTON CHAIRMAN
pj@gvi.kiwi
+64 21 950 250

WE WELCOME YOU TO
COME ALONG FOR THE RIDE.

DEAR
SUPPORTERS
We are excited to be welcoming WRC back to our shores after a 10 year hiatus. With the support
of Auckland Unlimited, we are embarking on a huge project for New Zealand. Rally New Zealand
2022 will be a supercharged motorsport event and nowadays it is a once in a generation
opportunity to host the World Rally Championship. With huge international coverage as well as
local coverage – both live and highlight shows – the global audience reached is like very few
events in New Zealand.
Rally New Zealand is a not for profit organisation, run in the most part by passionate, long standing
volunteers. As an organisation we have wide industry support which is required to run an event
of this scale. We are excited that the sport is developing new technology, particularly around
sustainability – with the introduction of hybrid vehicles and low carbon fuel – to reflect the future of
motoring.
This really is a fantastic opportunity for New Zealand and we look forward to bringing you a world
class event next year.
Yours in rallying,

AMBASSADOR
HAYDEN
PADDON
406,000
92,000
44,300
11,600

PADDON’S PACK
DATABASE

PJ

Hayden Paddon was just a boy growing up in Geraldine - in love with driving and dreaming
big. Starting with nothing, and determined to beat the odds, he set out on a phenomenal 20year pathway to the World Rally Championship, where he footed it with the best rally drivers
on the planet.
Hayden has championed rallying in New Zealand and is a kiwi motorsports icon. In 2016 he
became the first New Zealander to win a round of the World Rally Championship series when
he was victorious at Rally Argentina.
PETER JOHNSTON

Chairman and Director
Rally New Zealand 2020 Ltd

Hayden has been instrumental in bringing the world’s best rally drivers back to New Zealand
and, now as ambassador for Rally New Zealand, we’re looking forward to watching him try
and win a WRC event in his own backyard.

4.1 MILLION
SPECTATORS ATTENDED 13 WRC RALLIES in 2019

150+

HUGE
GLOBAL
AUDIENCE

TV MARKETS

545+ MILLION
CUMULATIVE TV AUDIENCE IN 2020

4
HIGHLIGHTS PROGRAMMES EACH RALLY

1271+
BROADCAST HOURS

78 MILLION
BROADCAST VIEWERS FOR EACH RALLY

3
LIVE PROGRAMMES EACH RALLY

1.2+ BILLION
ONLINE IMPRESSIONS

Since the WRC Promoter took the reigns of the series in
2013 the WRC has enjoyed huge growth with fans, sponsors
and broadcast partners. With new technology and fantastic
helicopter and drone footage, the WRC is growing its broadcast
hours and audience year on year.
Total television audience for the series exceeded 545
million viewers for the 2020 championship as measured by
independent analysis Nielson Sports. This is not ‘potential
audience’ but the actual audience tuning in.
With New Zealand rejoining the WRC calendar after a lengthy
break, huge audiences of rally fans from around the world will
tune in with interest to see a unique event that promises to
showcase the very best of the sport.
Europe is the heart of the fan audience although there are fast
growing television markets in Asia with Japan now within the
top 10 broadcast markets globally.
With new events in South America, Africa, Asia and now
New Zealand the WRC series is expanding its fan base and
reach every year.

TOP 10
TV MARKETS 2020
BELGIUM
FINLAND
FRANCE
GREAT BRITAIN
ITALY
JAPAN
POLAND
SPAIN
SWEDEN
USA

MAIN WRC COMPETITORS
HYUNDAI SHELL MOBIS WORLD RALLY TEAM
HYUNDAI SHELL
MOBIS WRT
CAR
HYUNDAI I20 COUPE WRC
PRINCIPAL
ANDREA ADAMO
TYRES
MICHELIN
motorsport.hyundai.com

DRIVER

DRIVER

DRIVER

DRIVER

OTT TÄNAK
ESTONIA

THIERRY NEUVILLE
BELGIUM

CRAIG BREEN
IRELAND

DANI SORDO
SPAIN

TOYOTA GAZOO RACING WORLD RALLY TEAM
TOYOTA GAZOO
RACING WRT
CAR
TOYOTA YARIS WRC
PRINCIPAL
JARI-MATTI LATVALLA
TYRES
MICHELIN
toyotagazooracing.com

DRIVER

DRIVER

DRIVER

DRIVER

SÉBASTIAN OGIER
FRANCE

ELFYN EVANS
ENGLAND

KALLE ROVANPERÄ
FINLAND

TAKAMOTO KATSUTA
JAPAN

M-SPORT FORD WORLD RALLY TEAM
M-SPORT FORD
WORLD RALLY TEAM
CAR
FORD FIESTA WRC
PRINCIPAL
RICHARD MILLENER
TYRES
MICHELIN
m-sport.co.uk

DRIVER

DRIVER

DRIVER

ADRIEN FOURMAUX
FRANCE

TEEMU SUNINEN
FINLAND

GUS GREENSMITH
ENGLAND

RALLY NEW ZEALAND
A SNAPSHOT
Rally New Zealand will feature 350km of spectacular gravel road stages throughout
the Auckland and Waikato districts. Teams will be based from our Rally Hub that
will host a range of activities, including the Service Park, Super Special Stage,
Media centre, teams’ hospitality areas, merchandising booths, partner stands, live
entertainment and big screens - it is a true rally hub.
Out on the stages fans will experience the live action unfolding on some of the
most spectacular roads in the world.
The WRC drivers love our beautifully cambered kiwi roads which produce
exhilarating and fast flowing stages. These roads have proven to be a great canvas
for the sport with past rallies being some of the most tightly contested in WRC
history - none more so than the incredible 0.3 second margin of victory for Marcus
Gronholm in 2007 Rally New Zealand being the second closest finish in the history
of the WRC.

300+ KM
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BED NIGHTS FOR AUCKLAND

INTERNATIONAL VISITORS FOR AUCKLAND
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OF WRC RALLY NEW ZEALAND

RALLY NEW ZEALAND’S
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
The team at Rally of New Zealand Limited recognise that our events are held in a
unique environment using the roads and other places that may have important social,
cultural and environmental values. Rally of New Zealand Limited is committed to
ensuring its events are conducted in an environmentally responsible manner that
reflects our commitment to adopt and implement the principles of sustainability,
as well as highlighting sustainability initiatives to its wider audience of participants,
media, spectators and volunteers. Rally New Zealand has achieved 2-star level within
the FIA Environmental Accreditation Framework and is working to achieve Level 3
accreditation.
A PARTICULAR FOCUS OF OUR COMMITMENT IS TO:
• Use environmental impact assessments to inform key decisions about the conduct
of the event;
• Take steps to manage our impact on soil and water;
• Identify ways of optimising our fuel consumption and strive to reduce or offset our
greenhouse gas emissions;
• Manage our waste to provide for maximum opportunities for recycling.

HYBRID
2022 Rally1 cars will be the first ever plug in hybrid powered vehicles
100kw electric motor compliments
3.9kwh battery is being used. This is from the same company that supplies hybrid
components to formula E, Formula 1.
Q: WHAT IS FULL ELECTRIC MODE? This has a 20km range. Can be dedicated
passages marked in the road book where it must be used. For example in the Service
Park. Or in our case down Queen Street parade. For example the Queen Street
Parade could be sponsored by a clean energy company.
Q: WHAT IS STAGE START MODE? Activated in the first 10 seconds of the stage to
release 1000kj of power.
Q: WHAT IS STAGE MODE? Teams have up to 3 personalised maps to create to
decide how to deploy the 100kw hybrid power and this can be adjusted to drivers
style. This power is then deployed proportionally. Drivers can’t manually deploy
power.

FUEL
Q: WHICH TYPE OF FUEL WILL BE USED IN THE WRC
SEASON 2022?
• hydrocarbon-based fossil-free fuel
• blend of bio-fuels and e-fuels
• 100 per cent sustainable
• cutting-edge performance fuel
Q: WHAT EXACTLY ARE BIO-FUELS?
• produced from biological waste
• recycles waste and removes CO2
Q: WHAT ARE E-FUELS?
• completely synthetic fuels
• mainly using hydrogen and carbon
• hydrogen from water (electrolysis)
• carbon out of the air or industrial emissions
• removes CO2 out of the air
INCREASED SAFETY
Adjusted roll cage specifications – “spaceframe”
Hybrid unit is protected behind the driver seats, considered
the safest place. Radiators to remove the heat from the hybrid
solution are in the rear of the cars.
Service Park powered through Green Energy

THIERRY NEUVILLE
FIA WORLD RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP
UNITED KINGDOM 2018

SERVICE PARK AND
SUPER SPECIAL STAGE.
HOST OF THE ICONIC SUPER SPECIAL STAGE
AND THE SERVICE PARK
We have designed the event around an experience on Friday and Saturday that will bring the rally
to the people.

SERVICE PARK
100 competitors and their teams will set up in the Service Park. Fans will be able to watch as
the cars are serviced by their teams throughout the event. The WRC teams will have interactive
displays allowing fans to get up close and personal with the teams in a way unique to rallying.

SUPER SPECIAL STAGE
On Friday night and Saturday drivers will compete on the Super Special Stage. On Saturday we
will extend the festivities throughout the day with different categories of cars, celebrities racing
and other entertainment to create an all-day fan experience. We expect tens of thousands of fans
each day to experience the roar of the world rally cars. There are various branding opportunities
available at the Service Park (including naming rights) and hosting experiences available around
the Super Special Stage show.

FAN ENGAGEMENT & ACTIVATION
Alongside our sponsors and teams we will host activations for the fans within the rally village.
There will be meet-and-greet times and driver signing sessions. We have a partner confirmed to
host the kids zone and there is an opportunity for another sponsor to own an an eSports WRC
event using simulators set up within the service park.

FOOD & BEVERAGE
At the rally village we’ll work to present different food & beverage opportunities for the fans.

OPENING HOURS (subject to change)
Thursday: All day free event for school groups and rally pass holders.
Friday: Service Park opens all day with stadium show to run evening 5.00pm - 10.00pm
Saturday: Service Park and Stadium open throughout the day until 7.00pm

WE CAN TAILOR A PACKAGE TO HOST YOUR
CUSTOMERS, CLIENTS, STAFF OR FRIENDS
WITH TICKETS, HOSPITALITY AND OTHER
MONEY-CAN’T-BUY EXPERIENCES

WEDNESDAY
LEGENDS OF RALLY GALA DINNER
Join us at our official hotel, Auckland, for a
spectacular “Legends of Rally Gala Dinner”.
Our kiwi rally legends, WRC Club members,
sponsors, Government guests and international
dignatories will descend upon the official hotel
for a glamorous gala dinner to kick off the
event in style.
This is the first opportunity to hear from
the WRC drivers who will join us after their
media conference and promotional activities
throughout Wednesday afternoon.

THURSDAY
CEREMONIAL START
DOWNTOWN AUCKLAND
SPECIAL STAGE 1
PORTS OF AUCKLAND
The rally begins with a parade down Queen
street before the drivers are officially
welcomed at the ceremonial start downtown
Auckland.
Once the drivers have crossed the ramp,
they’ll roar into Special Stage 1, Ports of
Auckland which will be a thrilling opening
kilometre stage on Captain Cook wharf that
will showcase the Hauraki Gulf and Auckland
skyline the world.
SS1 will be free to the public to attend with
spectator points, branding opportunities and a
hosting area for our VIP guests.
NOTE: subject to confirmation

SUNDAY
THE POWER STAGE
Rally New Zealand culminates with the ‘Power Stage’ at Jack’s Ridge.
Jack’s Ridge is a custom-built power stage in Whitford. This will be the
only focal point for Rally New Zealand on Sunday and we aim to create a
spectacle that will go down in New Zealand motorsport folklore. At Jack’s
Ridge we host two stages: SS19 and SS21, with SS21 being the ‘Power
Stage’.
The Power Stage:
- Is the final stage at which the Rally New Zealand champion is crowned;
- Has bonus points up for grabs awarded purely on their stage times for
the Power Stage;
- Is the main broadcast feature for the rally with a 90 minute live tv
broadcast that is distributed to a huge worldwide audience.
With over 6km of purpose-built, highly-cambered roads featuring huge
jumps, high speed and tailored spectator viewing points this ‘event within
an event’ will ensure that Rally New Zealand finishes with a crescendo.
This venue will be fully ticketed, with F&B options, parking and
entertainment headlined by Special Stage 19 and Special Stage 21 (the
Power Stage).

WE CAN TAILOR A PACKAGE TO HOST YOUR
CUSTOMERS, CLIENTS, STAFF OR FRIENDS
WITH TICKETS, HOSPITALITY OPTIONS OR
OTHER MONEY-CAN’T-BUY EXPERIENCES
AT OUR POWER STAGE SPECTACLE.

DIGITAL
AUDIENCE

WRC
DIGITAL
CHANNELS
The WRC fan community has
extended rapidly in recent years.
Fans love the championship’s
digital content, especially exclusive
behind the scenes video insights
and fantastic photos on our social
media channels.

WRC+
ALL
LIVE
Follow the FIA World Rally
Championship like never before!
Every single special stage
broadcast as it happens. Expert
analysis and breaking news, live
from the Rally Service Park. WRC
Promoter offers more than 350 hrs
live coverage in 2019. On average
this results in 25+ hrs of coverage
from each Rally, including mobile
reporters to chase major news
stories.

RALLY
NEW
ZEALAND

715,000+

2.9 MILLION

YOUTUBE SUBSCRIBERS
youtube.com/wrc

FACEBOOK LIKES
facebook.com/wrc

1.7 MILLION

360,000+

INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS
instagram.com/officialwrc

TWITTER FOLLOWERS
twitter.com/officialwrc

10,620+

1.2 BILLION

POSTS IN 2019

ONLINE IMPRESIONS

223 MILLION

9.4 MILLION

VIDEO VIEWS

CUMULATED DIGITAL FOLLOWERS

16 ,000+

3,200+

FACEBOOK LIKES
facebook.com/rallynewzealand

SUBSCRIBERS...AND COUNTING
‘GRAVEL’ our supporters club database

WRC
THE OFFICIAL
GAME

• Platform: PS4, Xbox One, PC, Switch
• 2020 teams and cars / nearly 60 unique liveries
• 14 rallies / 100+ stages
• Legendary cars & content
• Immersive Career mode managing team, skills
& car development
• Training Base Camp where players can
test and improve
• eSports WRC including a Team Championship
• Weekly Challenges with more community
engagement
• Enhanced cars physics, behaviour and audio
• Pacenotes with more natural feeling
• Dynamic weather and random conditions
• Nintendo Switch available for first time
• Onsite activations at European WRC Rounds
• 1 Hour Live Coverage of Final for global
distribution (digital & linear TV)

SUPER-CHARGE
YOUR BRAND
Our sponsors receive massive branding benerfits that can super-charge your brand. Heritage title
sponsors of Rally New Zealand such as Subaru, Propecia and Smokefree developed huge brand
equity on the back of their naming sponsorships.

GLOBAL BRANDING
Rally New Zealand sponsors reach a huge global audience via WRC broadcast partners,
wrc.com and through the massive earned media from international media covering the event. The
WRC is one of the most viewed sporting leagues in the world with an expected 70 million viewers
and one billion+ digital impressions for Rally New Zealand.

KIWI BRANDING
Rally New Zealand hits the heart and minds of sports fans across the length of New Zealand. Our
fans follow the event through a huge range of channels and with the help of extensive marketing
partnerships.

MARKETING PARTNERS
Partnerships are currently being developed with the following organisations:

RALLY NZ MERCHANDISE
An opportunity for a partner to take the merchandise rights & partner with us on selling
merchandise. Huge demand, it will be 10 years since last WRC event.

BRANDING

INCREDIBLE
EXPERIENCES
Rally New Zealand provides some incredible experiences that will blow away your clients,
customers and staff. We can tailor make an experience to fit your business and we’ve shared some
ideas below!

HOSTING OPPORTUNITIES
Host your guests across the event at Legends of Rally Gala Dinner, the Service Park, Jack’s Ridge
or we could tailor a spectator experience on the stages, in vans or even in a helicopter, to best suit
your needs.

STAFF ENGAGEMENT
Include your staff in the event whether that is volunteering, spectating or hosting them to thank
them for their efforts.

MEET & GREET
Interact with the Drivers with signing sessions, at the Service Park or at the legends of rally dinner.
For our naming sponsor Hayden Paddon will join as your ambassador and can attend (or host)
customer or staff outings.

RALLY RIDES
For that special client we can share with you the thrill of being inside a Rally car during Shakedown
on Thursday 3rd September.

PETER JOHNSTON CHAIRMAN
pj@gvi.kiwi
+64 21 950 250

